276                      COMPLETE   SPECIFICATIONS.
every detail, the kind of material used and the finish of the various parts and surfaces.
The general drawings shall show the engines in position in the pump pits in at least four different views, viz.: Sectional side elevation, sectional end                          ^
elevation, contour or outline end elevation and plan,                            jj*
and shall give necessary main dimensions, thickness                            I
and kind of metals, location of foundation bolts, and                            ;
all important sizes of the machinery as erected.
These   general and  detailed drawings shall be                            '\
made on mounted double Elephant paper of a size of                            '
25^x39   inches    inside the  margin  lines,   strongly                            ?
and substantially bound in book form, with the name                            :
and date of the engines printed in gilt letters on the                            \
covers of the book-All drawings shall be accurately and neatly executed in ink in a workmanlike manner and to an appropriate scale. All sheets shall be uniformly lettered and consecutively numbered and provided with proper titles and headings.
DESIGN.
k General Features.
Pfc-                     13.    The two engines shall be designed to be
erected and operated independently in the south pit of the engine house, which will be built by the city of St. Louis, substantially as shown by the plans on file in the office of the water commissioner.
Especial attention must be paid to the fact that the engines will be used for direct pressure service. 14.    Engines shall have ample space around all their various parts for access and maintenance.
suction.               15.    The height of the  water in the wet well
will depend upon height of water in conduit, which will be approximately constant.
Steam-                 16.    The   engines   shall  be  designed   for  an
initial steam pressure of 125 pounds per square inch and a water pressure of 125 pounds per square inch.
pi«mger.               17.    The pumps  shall  be designed  and con-
structed to deliver the stipulated quantity of water at a plunger speed which will insure a smooth and effective action of the pump valves, and all working parts of the machinery, but in no case shall the diameter of any pump plunger exceed 40 per cent. of its stroke, or the plunger speed exceed 180 feet per minute.

